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Hopeful on Hotels
While 2010 was busy for hotels in receiverships, green shoots are
starting to emerge in the sector as the bid-ask spread lessens. Hotel
Source is experiencing the growth first hand; it's listed four new
hotels in suburban Chicago and Wisconsin so far in 2011.

The surge has to do with listings being properly priced, says Hotel
Source founder Steven Marx. He and Seth Glickman came out of
the operational side of the industry while David Ditmars came from
marketing other kinds of real estate. Steve and Seth also own a
114-room Midwest hotel, which helps them gain perspective in the
marketplace. The new listings are franchised properties, one in
Aurora and the other three in southern Wisconsin.

Their listing process begins with valuing the hotel, which entails
extensive analysis and modeling. Because they're seeing a lot more
individual investors looking into lodging assets, they've developed a
targeted database and listing package for each property. Steve says
hotels will be a popular investment class in 2011 because of their
lack of long-term leases, which means owners may see a rebound
from the recession quicker than other asset classes.

In Like a Lion, Out With an Auction

If the best auction item you've ever won is game-used Moises Alou
chewing gum on eBay, prepare to step up your game. Inland Real
Estate Brokerage & Auctions is live-auctioning multiple incomeproducing investment properties in Chicago and Northwest Indiana
on March 23. Properties up for auction include: an operating express
car wash/detail center on Route 30 in Valparaiso, Ind; a three-flat at
6135 S. Evans; a two-flat at 8046 S. Marquette; a two-flat at 8346 S.
Colfax; a two flat at 8448S. Exchange Ave; and three condo units at
5914 S Martin Luther King Dr. A 39k SF freezer-cooler building in
Ashkum, Ill. will also be sold for a suggested opening bid of $100k.
Inland Auction president Paul Rogers says these are part of a trend
of buildings that are cash-flowing, with troubled owners, going to
auction. The car-wash is appraised at $1.4M while the freezer-cooler
building has an estimated value of $3.1M.

Full Circle

Circle Realty Advisors is looking to double its assets under
management and is on its way with a new assignment to manage 98k
SF of warehouse space in Schaumburg. Alissa Helgesen, here with
Ken Kuchler, Lisa Mullaney, and Jean Meilinger, started the firm
six years ago and has grown it to 3.5M SF of assets under
management. Circle just moved into a new office in Rosemont and
the team spent a lot of last year working on receiverships, which Jean
says will continue to loom large throughout 2011 and recede by 2012.
As capital becomes available, Alissa hopes to see more buildings
refinance and re-invest in management. The principals of Circle are
alumni of big companies like Duke, Transwestern, and GE Capital.
It provides a range of services—from due diligence to purchase to
management and dispostion.

Law Firm Expands

Franczek Radelet, which specializes in labor, employment and
education law, has expanded its lease at 300 S. Wacker Dr from 30k
SF to 36k SF. JLL's Melissa Rubenstein and Brian Atkinson
repped the owner, an affiliate of Harbor Group International, and
brought the building to more than 88% occupancy. Transwestern's

Tony Karmin, Corby Marx, and Michael Marrion repped Franczek
Radelet. Spaces from 1,700 SF to 15k SF are still available. Just
remember, you (and your employees) are a few floors down from
eager labor lawyers, so you might want to take the bigger space.

Won't you be our Valentine? Send us pictures from your big dates.
We're going to White Castle. Maureen Wilkey, maureen@bisnow.com.
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